Organizational Culture: Managing Your Culture by Design Rather Than Default

Seeking a healthy culture? Consider these perspectives for connecting culture and the work experience.

When cultures are strong, they are palpable. You can feel them when you travel to a different region or country or when you join a group or an organization. You can also sense culture when entering a place where the organization resides or conducts business.

Countries and regions form a context for organization’s culture (more on that in [this research by Steelcase](#)), professions have their own cultures and every organization, regardless of size, type or industry, has a culture.

We’ll focus here on organizational culture. It is a collection of behaviors and beliefs that can either inspire pride and nurture success or wear people down and sap the soul from an organization.

Vibrant, flourishing cultures are marked by high engagement, open and honest communication, and prudent risk taking. Toxic cultures are awash in politics, distrust and dread.

Investing in culture might seem like investing in an intangible. Research, however, suggests a direct link between healthy culture and organizational results.
CULTURE DEFINED

Although all organizations want a healthy culture, few can articulate what that entails. The concept can seem hazy or indistinct—something worthwhile but hard to pin down. Perhaps the simplest definition of culture is this: It’s the way things get done around here. Or, this: Culture is how people act when no one is looking.

Culture is the accumulation of behaviors over time. It also encompasses values, norms, rituals and artifacts, a collection of qualities that together indicate what is important to an organization.

- **Behaviors** are visible. They are what you see people doing or hear them saying. Being on time for meetings is a behavior. Keeping the office door open is a behavior. Sending email over the weekend is a behavior, too. Any of these reflect your culture.
- **Values** are invisible. Transparency, integrity and accountability are all values. When behaviors and values conflict, behavior is a better indicator of culture. For example: The organization that frequently schedules meetings after 5pm may not value personal time as much as they say they do.
- **Norms** are unwritten rules of conduct. If the organizational norm is to gather in person for conference calls, the colleague who routinely joins remotely is violating a tacit understanding and risks falling off the invite list as a result.
- **Rituals** are patterns of behavior, more specifically, patterns of behavior with personal meaning. Visiting the work café for morning coffee is a routine, not a ritual. There’s no special meaning behind it. However, the work team that dons purple shirts each Friday to show camaraderie, is engaging in a ritual.
- **Artifacts** are physical objects. Most prominent is the workplace itself. A mural of historical company images in the lobby speaks to tradition. A coffee-table book written about the company founders and displayed in the space reinforces the organization’s values. An open work area with an absence of private offices sends a signal that collaboration is valued more than hierarchy.

Culture is like an iceberg. Some aspects, like behaviors, rituals and artifacts, are easy to see. Others, like values and norms, are trickier to spot. Being cognizant of all these characteristics—both above and below the surface—is essential in shaping a culture that aids, rather than obstructs, the organizational results you seek.
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One study found that companies scoring in the highest quartile on an organizational culture survey markedly outperformed those in the lowest quartile when measuring return on assets, sales growth and market value.
Managing culture is largely about focusing on behaviors, especially those that happen between people since the way we understand a culture is based on our interactions with others who are part of it. By fostering and encouraging certain behaviors while discouraging others, you can gradually shape the culture you want.

**WHY CULTURE MATTERS**

Culture should be managed by design, rather than by default. In other words, be intentional. Every organization has a culture—attending to and nurturing the behaviors that make it up is important to sustaining its health—and the health of those who work within it. Crafting a vibrant culture that contributes to your business goals carries a number of benefits.

- **Competitive advantage.** An effective organizational culture is an important competitive advantage because it is difficult to replicate. Competitors can crib your business strategy, copy your product, or go after your customers, but they can only envy your culture. Too many variables are involved to duplicate each cultural nuance from one organization to another, and culture takes time to build and nurture.
- **Organizational alignment.** A welldefined culture keeps employees rowing in the same direction, focusing everyone on your organization’s mission and vision.
- **Motivated employees who want to join and stay.** A compelling culture creates a sense of pride. Employees want to join companies with strong cultures, and they demonstrate greater enthusiasm and loyalty when they see the organization cares about culture.
- **Corporate camaraderie.** An effective culture contributes to cohesion among departments and teams. It cultivates a we’re-all-in-this-together attitude that spurs collaboration, forges community and reduces distrust.
- **Better brand.** Your brand is your most important differentiator. A powerful culture nurtures your brand by providing an environment in which it can thrive.

**CULTURE AND THE WORK EXPERIENCE**

An organization’s physical space has an enormous impact on culture. After all, just about all work experiences— and the behaviors they influence— occur in the workplace itself.

The equation looks like this: Place shapes behavior, and behavior over time leads to culture. Or, as Winston Churchill once said, “We shape our buildings, and afterwards our buildings shape us.” Place is a hosting environment for culture, the stage where culture plays out. It sends cues about what the organization values and it is never neutral—always sending messages about the culture.

For example, an open environment with unobstructed sightlines and a generous choice of informal meeting areas may suggest a company values collaboration. Or private offices along the windows with a warren of cubicles throughout the interior may demonstrate hierarchy matters. In another example, a work café and prominent open staircases could indicate an organization prizes interaction and wants to encourage unplanned encounters.
The workplace can support a sense of community, flexible working arrangements, tech-centric values, a collegial climate, experimentation and innovation—whatever the culture requires. As a contributor to culture—and in fact, the most visible manifestation of culture—your physical space deserves priority attention.

FOCUS ON CREATING HOLISTIC EXPERIENCES

The role of behavior in influencing culture can’t be overstated. Put simply, managing culture means managing behavior. Transforming culture is largely a matter of determining the desired behaviors that will lead to preferred results.

Organizations often make the mistake of ignoring the development of a strategy focused on behavioral change and focus solely on results. The theory is that if you simply do a better job of clarifying and reinforcing desired results, people will do what it takes to produce them.

This rarely works. A better strategy is to view results as the pinnacle of a four-stage pyramid. First described in “Change the Culture, Change the Game” by Roger Connors and Tom Smith, the results pyramid begins with 1) experiences, which drive 2) beliefs that encourage 3) behavior which leads to 4) results.

From a leadership standpoint, it might work like this:

- Experience: My boss gives me minimal direction, providing positive guidance when necessary.
- Belief: My boss trusts me.
- Behavior: I take action and make decisions.
• Result: My project gets completed on time and pleases the customer.

From a workplace standpoint, it might look like this:

• Experience: My boss often uses the work café for meetings or solo tasks.
• Belief: It’s acceptable to work away from my desk.
• Behavior: I find myself connecting informally with people I would rarely see otherwise.
• Result: Our organization is less siloed, more efficient and more innovative.

Building on a foundation of positive work experiences will ultimately encourage the kind of behavior that can shape your desired culture.

**TAKING THE LEAD**

If the key to shaping culture lies in behavioral change, some of the most important behaviors to leverage are those demonstrated by leadership. As Rensis Likert, a thought leader in organizational psychology describes it, “Nothing changes until leader behavior changes.” The reason for this is an organization’s culture typically mirrors the style of its leaders. Through their actions, leaders have an opportunity to model the behaviors and values required to support the desired culture.

Employees tend to focus on leaders as a source of cultural cues because their behaviors are typically more visible and prominent. Leaders’ scale of responsibility tends to be larger, so more people typically see their style and approach. In addition, because they are in positions of leadership, people assume the company values what they do. Consequently, leaders hold a key role in reflecting culture and sending messages—intentionally or unintentionally—about culture’s core characteristics.

For example, if your company insists you value transparency, but leaders jealously guard information, you will never eliminate silos. Or if you want fast decision making ingrained in your cultural profile, proposals can’t languish on a leader’s desk. Moreover, the leader with a perpetual scowl sends a very different signal than the one who consistently demonstrates positivity.

People watch promotions especially closely. If organizations regularly promote people adept at playing politics—but not so good at playing well with others—your cultural values will come through loud and clear regardless of what you purportedly advocate. That’s not to say new leadership provides a quick fix for a struggling culture. Culture tends to change slowly, and there is always a lag between the arrival of new leadership and the successful infusion of a new leadership style.

Bear in mind, that organizations can have multiple subcultures—departments, business units and teams that don’t necessarily mimic the company. Any variances are largely due to different leadership styles. The most empowering corporate culture means little if your immediate boss controls every decision. Conversely, a toxic organizational culture might be more bearable if your group or team thrives under exemplary leadership.
CULTURE AND ENGAGEMENT

Sometimes people mix the concepts of culture and engagement, and while they are certainly related, they are not synonymous. Culture is a collective experience and it is how the work gets done. Engagement, on the other hand, is a more individual experience and points to how people feel about their work.

Culture is the accumulation of behavior over time and related to values, norms and assumptions. Engagement is defined as energy, passion, and pride in addition to vigor, dedication and absorption. This matters for business because when people feel energized and vigorous they tend to contribute discretionary effort—going that extra mile for their work and their colleagues.

Another difference between culture and engagement is related to time horizons. Culture tends to be more stable and long term, while engagement is more flexible and shifts over time. Engagement metrics are more of a snapshot—potentially shifting from week-to-week or month-to-month. Finally, engagement is an outcome of culture. When cultures are positive, constructive and productive, engagement is one outgrowth.

Like culture, engagement also has a relationship to place. In fact, Steelcase research proved correlations between the two. When people had a greater sense of satisfaction with the workplace, they reported greater engagement and when they had more choice over their work experience, they were also more likely to be engaged.

CULTURE LESSONS LEARNED

Part of the challenge with managing culture lies with the many variables at play and the various levers to pull. Here are 10 tips to consider as you travel the path toward a productive culture.

1. **Be intentional.** Culture is always evolving, never stagnant. Left alone, it will take on a life of its own, gradually morphing into something you may not want. Culture—and the behaviors that make it up—should be managed intentionally, never left to chance.

2. **Be explicit.** Make sure the behaviors, values and norms that drive your culture are explicit. Reinforce them frequently in communications, conversation and by example. Every business unit, department, team and individual should know exactly what is expected.

3. **Compare expectations to experience.** Your work experience must reflect your desired culture. Any mismatch between expectations and the workplace experience will have a negative effect on morale. If an organization has a reputation as a cool place to work with plenty of openness and innovation, but new hires find it to be dark, drab, stodgy and stifling, they will be disappointed. Conversely, if the work experience equals or surpasses their expectation, they will be delighted.
4. **Leverage leadership.** Dynamic, engaged and transparent leaders are essential to a constructive culture. In addition, when leaders are present and accessible in the space, they can communicate and model desired behaviors, values and norms. Leaders are integral to creating an environment for culture to thrive and this often means they are visible and accessible to the organization.

5. **Speak the same language.** Most organizations lack literacy in the language of culture. This creates a problem because it is impossible to manage something if you can’t discuss it. Encourage explicit language about culture. “I love that we always start on time.” “We value speed, so I’ll get this back to you by Wednesday.” “If we’re supposed to be innovative, why are we so reluctant to give feedback to leaders?” By inserting culture into the daily conversation, you will keep it top of mind.

6. **Hire the right people.** If you want a culture driven by certain values, hire people who possess those values. This is known as “culture fit” versus “culture add.” It can be more comfortable to hire for those who fit the current culture because they are similar to people who already work for the company, but it is more powerful to hire for those who will add to the culture and help stretch the culture and desired behaviors. Ultimately, it is far easier to use desired cultural criteria as a hiring filter than to instill the right values after people are already on board.

7. **Meet individual and organizational needs.** An effective culture must satisfy both individual and organizational needs. Satisfactory financial results will be unsustainable if achieved while riding roughshod over employees. Conversely, a laissez-faire approach to management might seem appealing to employees, but if there is no accountability in the organization, it will flounder.

8. **Be mindful of brand.** Your culture must align with your brand. For example: If your brand stipulates the customer always comes first no matter what, your culture will need the flexibility to deliver. If your people don’t feel empowered to stray outside of traditional policy, delivering on your brand promise will be challenging.

9. **Healthy beats strong.** Be careful about wishing for a strong culture. A strong culture can just as easily be negative as positive. It may be better to seek a healthy culture. Healthy cultures empower people, recognize talents, clearly define roles, trust people with responsibility and hold them accountable.

10. **Expect a lot from teams.** Teams are where people experience culture most directly. Team members should understand they subtly reflect culture with every interaction. How they reinforce or discourage certain behaviors matters.

These tips can take some of the mystery out of crafting a culture that helps realize your organizational ambitions. Although, the biggest mystery may be why more organizations don’t make culture a higher priority.
Nurturing a culture that gives you an edge takes work. You need to assess where you are, define where you want to be, determine how to get there and sustain it over time. Place too, is a powerful lever when fostering your desired culture and sending clear messages about cultural practices and preferences. A focus on culture is worth the effort. Organizations that put in the work often enjoy a payoff in employee pride, customer satisfaction and financial performance.

WE CAN HELP

Employee expectations have changed cultivating an intentional work experience is more important than ever. Steelcase Applied Research + Consulting (ARC) can help you look broadly across your work experience strategy to drive improvements and work better.

ARC employs user centered research to drive innovative thinking. Our custom, scalable approach to workplace strategy development is research based and uses mixed methodologies to reveal a deep understanding of how and where work happens. We are consulting practice that helps clients define and leverage their work experience strategy in meaningful and impactful ways. We help uncover the possibilities to inspire the achievement of organizational ambitions.